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#FunTimesWithTheTA—A Series of Fun, Supplementary Lessons for Introductory Level Biomedical Instrumentation Students (Part II) (Work-in-Progress)

#FunTimesWithTheTA is a series of low-risk, low-stress, supplementary, active-learning lessons [1] developed for introductory biomedical instrumentation students. The purpose of these supplementary lessons is to reinforce the principles taught in the normally-scheduled course [2], [3] as well as introduce students to new design concepts that are applicable to them as budding engineers. We have observed that under the rigor of the engineering curriculum, students often lose sight of the practical benefits of the engineering principles taught in their coursework. We hypothesize that by providing students with these supplementary opportunities, students will be encouraged in their coursework [4] as well as learn a few new concepts.

The core learning objectives of the normally-scheduled course include students gaining competency using electrical test equipment, such as oscilloscopes and function generators, as well as developing fundamental analog circuit design skills such as first-order filter design and implementation. As a result, #FunTimesWithTheTA focused on lessons that required students to utilize electrical test equipment and design filters for various applications. These applications included measuring biopotential signals, such as an electrocardiogram or electrooculogram, and manipulating an audio signal from an MP3 player to create a “Do-It-Yourself” sound level meter. Furthermore, #FunTimesWithTheTA introduced students to applications of sensors in biomedical circuits, which expand past the scope of the normally-scheduled course.

As a second iteration of our study, we implemented a simple survey. We asked students to reflect on their experience with the supplementary lessons and compare elements of this experience to the environment of the normally-scheduled course. The survey is designed around the basic psychological needs of the students, namely perceptions of autonomy and competency [5], [6]. We aimed to evaluate whether or not students felt comfortable in the new learning environment and whether or not their circuit design skills were improving as a result of attending the lessons.

**Methods**

We have previously reported on our pilot in an earlier publication [7], so the methods will be described briefly here. The lessons take place during the latter half of the normally-scheduled
office hours. Students self-select into groups in order to complete different parts of the circuit. Though students will not always have a choice of teams in their professional careers, research is clear that providing students autonomy in their learning environment fosters collaboration and student-driven learning [8]–[10]. After completing their chosen subcomponents, students then combined their parts in order to create the completed circuit. Attendance is voluntary and is not factored into students’ grades. The lessons are developed by the Graduate Teaching Assistant (GTA) and are complete with step-by-step instructions. An example circuit is shown in Figure 1. The remaining lessons can be found in an online repository [11].

Surveys were distributed to students at the end of the semester. Survey questions were paired such that we could compare students’ assessment of #FunTimesWithTheTA with that of the normal course. We separated student responses based on which element of the student experience we were analyzing, namely competency (Table 1) and autonomy (Table 2). Six questions were related to autonomy (3 questions asked about #FunTimesWithTheTA, while 3 questions asked about the regular course) and twelve questions were related to competency (6 questions asked about #FunTimesWithTheTA, while 6 questions asked about the regular course).

Furthermore, we categorized student responses into two groups: 1) students who attended 2 or more sessions of #FunTimesWithTheTA and 2) students who attended only 1 session. We tallied the number of times students selected either “Strongly Agree”, “Agree”, “Somewhat agree”, “Neither agree nor disagree”, “Somewhat disagree”, “Disagree”, “Strongly Disagree” in the survey. Survey data was encoded such that a “7” represents the most positive response to a question, while a “1” represents the most negative response. This was done as one question asked students if they felt pressured in the course and in #FunTimesWithTheTA. A positive response to this question would be “Strongly Disagree”, while a positive response to most other questions would be “Strongly Agree”.

We then calculated a weighted average score on a Likert scale from 1 (lowest) to 7 (highest) for each set of questions (competency and autonomy) and for each group of students (those who attended 2 or more sessions of #FunTimesWithTheTA and those who attended only 1 session). To calculate standard deviation, we averaged each student’s score for competency and autonomy. We then calculated variation within each group of students (attended 1 session vs. attended 2 or more sessions, #FunTimesWithTheTA vs. Course). We cannot list all questions from the survey in this report, however, we include a few sample questions below:

Sample Q1. I have been able to learn interesting new skills in this course
Sample Q2. I have been able to learn interesting new skills in #FunTimesWithTheTA
Sample Q3. I am free to express my ideas and opinions in this course
Sample Q4. I am free to express my ideas and opinions in #FunTimesWithTheTA

Results

Ten students attended our first session and at least 2 students attended each of the remaining sessions. One student attended 5 different sessions and another student attended 4. Our first session had the advantage of occurring early in the semester when the students’ overall workloads were light. As the semester progressed, less students attended the sessions, which was expected. Of the 84 students enrolled in the course, 6 students responded to our survey. Though we did not obtain enough survey responses to provide statistical significance to the results for the entire class, from the students who responded to the survey, we observe that the lessons were
generally favorable. In some cases, students responded more favorably to the lessons than to the regular course. Specifically, we observed statistical significance in reported degree of autonomy in #FunTimesWithTheTA compared to the course. Furthermore, the two students who attended 2 or more sessions reported much more favorable outcomes from attending #FunTimesWithTheTA than from the normally-schedule course with regards to both competency and autonomy. We observe higher average scores reported for both autonomy and competency for #FunTimesWithTheTA than for the normal course. We postulate that with an increased sample size, we may observe more statistical significance in our dataset.

Table 1: Weighted Scores (1-lowest, 7-highest) Showing Outcomes from #FunTimesWithTheTA and from the Normal Course with Respect to Competency and Autonomy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPETENCY</th>
<th>Attended 1 Session</th>
<th>Attended 2+ Sessions</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#FunTimesWithTheTA</td>
<td>5.96 (0.417)</td>
<td>6.92 (0.118)</td>
<td>6.28 (0.593)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course</td>
<td>6.38 (0.210)</td>
<td>5.58 (0.589)</td>
<td>6.11 (0.513)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTONOMY</th>
<th>Attended 1 Session</th>
<th>Attended 2+ Sessions*</th>
<th>Total*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#FunTimesWithTheTA</td>
<td>5.75 (0.631)</td>
<td>6.83 (0.236)</td>
<td>6.11 (0.750)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course</td>
<td>5.00 (0.609)</td>
<td>4.67 (0.471)</td>
<td>4.89 (0.544)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Responses for each student were averaged. Standard deviation was computed across the average values for each student within a group (n = 4: Attended 1 Session and n = 2: Attended 2+ Sessions). *indicates p < 0.05 Student’s paired t-Test, with two-tailed distribution.

Informal Observations
The level of curiosity and enthusiasm displayed by the students was very high. Students were inquisitive and very excited to see what we were building in the sessions. In many cases, students who attended the lessons showcased what they built to other students around the building. The GTA often overheard students discussing the lessons throughout the week. Students who attended #FunTimesWithTheTA commented that the lessons were fun and regularly asked when the next session would be. We propose that #FunTimesWithTheTA can help develop rapport between the instructor and the students by providing a more relaxed setting than the normally-scheduled office hours. This may lead to better student outcomes as others have shown in their study [9]. The GTA noted that students who attended #FunTimesWithTheTA felt very comfortable approaching him for other career and research opportunities and were more comfortable asking questions during the normally-scheduled class time. The GTA also noted several instances where students finally “seemed to get it” after repeated interactions during #FunTimesWithTheTA. For example, during normal course activities, students frequently used statements such as (paraphrased), “Like what we did in #FunTimesWithTheTA” when describing their approach to the course activities.

Future Directions
We will continue with Part III of our study in the upcoming fall semester with another cohort of students. One of our major goals is to increase student attendance. Attendance this year was lower than we would have liked, though higher than the previous year [7], and did not provide statistical significance to our results for the entire class. We suspect, however, that lack of attendance is simply due to demands of prior commitments as opposed to lack of interest. In the survey, we asked students about major barriers preventing them from attending more of the
lessons. All students cited prior commitments, either employment or coursework, as being barriers to attending.

In order to encourage student participation, we propose rewarding extra credit to students who attend the lessons. Previous literature has shown that offering modest extra credit improves student motivation, learning, and attendance in university courses [12], [13]. Furthermore, now that we have completed two years of the pilot study, we would like to ask students who have taken the lessons in previous cohorts about how the lessons may have impacted them in their future coursework, particularly their design courses. During informal conversations with students, at least two have mentioned to the GTA how their outlook on design has been influenced by #FunTimesWithTheTA. Students noted that they took design principles learned in #FunTimesWithTheTA and applied them to their senior design projects. Given the small size of our initial subject pool, we find these positive comments very encouraging.
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